Implementing organizational and cultural changes in order to execute new strategies are imperative skills for effective leaders. The NGA Executive Leadership Development Program is designed to develop and prepare leaders to face business challenges in the 21st century marketplace.

The conference is a high-impact learning opportunity encompassing intense, interactive instruction presented by a mix of respected academic and industry leaders.

**THIS INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM INCLUDES:**

- Five days of Interactive, intensive instruction on the campus of Cornell University
- A faculty mix of respected academic and grocery industry leaders
- Time to network with other rising grocery executives
- An in-depth personalized 360 degree assessment of the participant’s personal leadership style and develop an action plan to improve

**WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING:**

“Attending the NGA ELDP gave me the opportunity to understand and define my purpose as a leader and not just as a manager. The introspective view of who you are, how you lead, and how to create the environments where others succeed will be the best investment you make in your career. Attend and you will be inspired to inspire others.”

*MICHELLE MENDOZA*
Director of Marketing & CX, Associated Supermarket Group

**WHO SHOULD ATTEND:**

Current mid or upper-level executives with large spans of control and responsibilities that require delegation of tasks to others. These employees must be rising executives who are candidates for increased “people” and general management responsibilities.

**TO LEARN MORE PLEASE VISIT:** [nationalgrocers.org/eldp](http://nationalgrocers.org/eldp)